
A win-win model that changes students’ lives and benefits our community 
Code the Dream’s unique model provides an opportunity for diverse students from low-income 
backgrounds to learn to code and then hone their skills by building apps for local nonprofits and 
startups. The result is a win-win, where students go on to high-paid jobs and our community 
benefits from the tools they develop.

CODE THE DREAM 
Measuring our Impact in 2018

  What Code the Dream means to our students 

When Crystal found Code the Dream she was working at a local 
grocery store and struggling to get by. She started with CTD’s free 
classes and gradually built up her programming skills. Now, a year later, 
Crystal is coding full-time developing apps for a range of startups and 
nonprofits. As she said in a recent interview, “Code the Dream has 
been one of the best things that ever happened to me.”   

Ruben was always interested in technology, but wasn’t able to go to 
college. In Code the Dream, he found everything he’d been looking 
for. After building two apps for local nonprofits, finding a job felt easy. 
“They already treated me like an experienced developer. Because of 
Code the Dream, I was able to just tell them about apps I’d already 
built.” Ruben got the job and now works for a Silicon Valley startup.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PY8lnAv9psA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PY8lnAv9psA


Tracking the benefits to Code the Dream students 

✦ Every $1 invested in Code the Dream has generated more than $20 for low-income students 
and their families.  

✦ In total, since 2015, that has meant over $11M in scholarships and new wages from well-paid 
software development jobs. 

✦ Over the last 12 months, Code the Dream students have gotten jobs ranging from small 
Durham and Silicon Valley startups to IBM and AT&T. 

Tracking the benefit to our community: A few of the apps developed by CTD 

The need: Food stamps and WIC benefits can't be used for diapers, and mothers who can’t 
  afford them may have few options. At the same time, many parents have boxes of 
  unused diapers they no longer need. 
CTD app: An app that facilitates the collection of unused infant care supplies and their  

 distribution to low-income parents in need of assistance.  

The need:  Families struggling with poverty often don’t have a car to get to kids’ doctor’s  
 appointments or job interviews parents need to get the family back on its feet. 

CTD app: A ride-sharing app that pairs recently homeless parents with a network of 
 volunteers who can give them much needed rides based on the volunteers’  
 location and availability – like Uber for those who need it most. 

The need: Many North Carolinians want to have more say in state policy decisions, but it’s hard 
  to keep track of what’s going on. Lobbyists have legislative tracking tools that cost 
  thousands of dollars annually, but everyone else is left out. 
CTD app: A legislative tracking app that scrapes all publicly available data to create an up-
  to-the-minute feed that can be customized to whatever a user cares about, from 
  taxes to education.

Code the Dream in the news 
    Code the Dream opens doors, launches careers            Ride-sharing app helps transport those in need
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